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After a number of mediocre books I was looking forward to reading this book by an author whose
earlier books especially Promised Lands & Mr Wroe's Virgins were excellent. The Voyage
homegauge The writing here is as good as ever and the story--about a Presbyterian missionary to
Nigeria and his daughter--figured to appeal to me but despite quite a bit of psychological intensity I
didn't find this that appealing largely because the main characters were not appealing and it was
hard to care what happened to them. The Voyage homeko David's diary charts the dramatic events
that lead to the collapse of their marriage and his ejection from the mission and his subsequent role
as an aid worker in the Biafran war. The voyage home jane rogers Other works include Mr Wroes
Virgins (which she dramatised for the BAFTA nominated BBC drama series) Her Living Image
(Somerset Maugham Award) and Promised Lands (Writers Guild Best Fiction Award). The voyage
home pat barker release date Other works include Mr Wroe's Virgins (which she dramatised for
the BAFTA nominated BBC drama series) Her Living Image (Somerset Maugham Award) and
Promised Lands (Writers Guild Best Fiction Award), The Voyage homebyme 384 another choice of
mine for book club which promised much more than it delivered, The voyage home jane rogers
the first chapter was good but it really wasn't what it said on the blurb 384 This novel follows Anne
Harrington: The Voyage Home epubs air Anne has traveled to Nigeria after her father's death
there and has decided to travel home by ship: The long voyage home dvd Along the way distracted
by her grief and what she reads in her father's diary she becomes isolated: The voyage home
rotten tomatoes She is forced to interact with others when a stowaway begs for his assistance for
his ailing pregnant wife: Science fiction the voyage home book Anne is not able to cope well with
the situation and finds herself involved in a shadowy world of manipulation lies and murder, The
Voyage Home epub pdf Once home Anne sinks into depression finding it increasingly difficult to
cope with her guilt and grief, The voyage home pdf download We see Anne again four years later
as she must again make a choice about the future this time a deeply intimate one, The voyage
home script Rogers really gets you into Anne's head in this novel so you feel just as confused and at
sea as she is and the complex feelings involved feel real. The Voyage Home epubs air It took me a
while to get into this book but once I did I was drawn in completely and found myself struggling with
Anne's actions and feelings: The voyage home rotten tomatoes 384 I have only just found Jane
Rogers and I love her flowing style and insightful descriptions: The voyage home jane rogers
However I did not find The Voyage Home a comfortable book to read, The voyage home poster
This book explores the shameful parts of us we try to hide away when we do things we regret, The
Voyage homeboy It follows the thoughts of Anne and her father through his diaries as they wrestle
with self-deception and then the pain of self-awareness: The voyage home homewares Life is
stunted relationships stilted and dishonest and Anne often passive like a child in an adult world, The
voyage home historical fiction book It is a powerful book and takes the reader on an tough
exhausting voyage to match Anne and her father's: The voyage home pat barker release date 384
It was hard to understand Anne's motivations behind her actions except that it was maybe a



combination of depression and self-loathing for what happened on the ship. EBook The Voyage
homecoming Although the writing is very good I couldn't give it a higher rating, The voyage home
rotten tomatoes Anne never grows as a character and even in the end she seems to be the constant
victim her latest conundrum due to her own stupidity and lack of self respect, The voyage home
script 384 When Anne Harrington decides to return from her father's burial by ship she is advised
against it: The Voyage Home epub pdf The journey from Nigeria back to England is too long she is
warned: better to return to her old routine as quickly as possible. The Voyage homegoing But
Anne is not quite alone: she has her father's belongings and more particularly his diaries from his
time in Africa, The voyage home script In 1962 Anne's parents Miriam and David had made the
opposite journey arriving in Nigeria to work in a mission in the east of the country. The Voyage
homeglow cleaning For Anne meanwhile the voyage home is not turning out to be the haven of
solitude she is hoping for, The Voyage Home epub pdf Deep inside the ship a stowaway seeks her
out and leads her to his sick wife. The Voyage Home epubs air Though Anne promises not to
reveal their existence to the crew if she does not find help one of them may die. The Voyage Home
ebook download As the twin stories of David's mission and Anne's journey intertwine they dovetail
to build a profound and gripping narrative: The Voyage homekeeper Haunted by the nightmare
events of the voyage and by David's powerfully judgemental personality Anne is forced to find a way
to reclaim her life for herself: EPub The Voyage home alone The Voyage Home is an astonishing
story of love and loss of power and its abuse and of family and faith, The long voyage home
eugene o'neill The Voyage HomeJane Rogers is an award winning author of nine novels including
The Testament of Jessie Lamb Man Booker longlisted and winner of the Arthur C Clarke Award
2012, The voyage home rotten tomatoes Her story collection Hitting Trees with Sticks was
shortlisted for the 2013 Edgehill Award and the title story was a BBC National Short story award
winner, The Voyage homebody Jane is Emerita Professor of Writing and also writes radio dramas
and adaptations: The Voyage homekit devices She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of Literature
and lives in Banbury UK, The Voyage Home epublishing info Jane Rogers is an award winning
author of nine novels including The Testament of Jessie Lamb Man Booker longlisted and winner of
the Arthur C Clarke Award 2012. The Voyage homegauge Her story collection Hitting Trees with
Sticks was shortlisted for the 2013 Edgehill Award and the title story was a BBC National Short
story award winner. The voyage home trailer Jane is Emerita Professor of Writing and also writes
radio dramas and adaptations, The Voyage homeboy She is a Fellow of the Royal Society of
Literature and lives in Banbury UK. I like Jane Rogers but this one really disappointed me.
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